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 ASCENT TO DARKER HILLS:

 PSALM i2i AND ITS POETIC

 REVISION

 Karl A. Plank

 Abstract

 'Ascent to Darker Hills' offers an intertextual reading of Psalm 121. By
 reading the psalm in tandem with a rabbinic midrash and with D.H.
 Lawrence's short poem, 'The Hills', this paper shows (a) how the intertextual
 revision makes manifest a gap in the psalm as it moves from question to
 affirmation and (b) how awareness of such a gap leads one to reconsider the
 psalm's symbolism of the hills to which the psalmist has lifted his eyes.
 Against the near-consensus interpretation of the psalm among biblical
 scholars, the intertextual reading underscores the genuineness of the psalm's
 question and darkens the psalm's hills with a perception of danger.

 I. INTERTEXT UALIT Y

 Intertextual theory calls for a reader to pay attention to the way in which
 any given text may comment upon, appropriate, and, in effect, rewrite
 another text. More pointedly, in the words of Marc-Alain Ouaknin,

 intertextuality means that no utterance exists outside of its relation to other

 utterances. A text is always in relation with another text, and the meaning of
 these texts is not exclusively to be found in one or the other but in the relations
 between the two. In other words, no text is closed.1

 The fruitfulness of opening biblical texts to intertextual readings has shown
 itself abundantly in the work of Michael Fishbane.2 Such work invites
 consideration not only of scripture's own 'inner-biblical exegesis' (Fishbane's
 purview), but of the broader intertextuality that finds in modern literature a

 rich vein of midrash, commentary and revision.3 While the study of literary
 revision may trace the history of a text's appropriations, the midrashic quality
 of the rewriting also affords exegetical insight into the appropriated text.
 When modern poets rewrite a biblical text, they furnish a reading of that
 text that may expose issues hidden by the text's self-presentation, questions
 not readily seen until that text is read against the foil of another text.4

 © Oxford University Press 1997
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 Challenged by revision, the biblical text may unfold new meanings in the
 intertextual weave. It may speak yet again through a fabric that readers
 discern as they read between texts.5
 In this paper I propose such an intertextual reading of Psalm 121, interpret

 ing the biblical poem in light of its revision. By reading the psalm in tandem
 with a rabbinic midrash and D.H. Lawrence's short poem, 'The Hills' I wish
 to show (a) how the intertextual revision makes manifest a gap in the psalm
 as it moves from question to affirmation and (b) how awareness of such a
 gap leads one to reconsider the psalm's symbolism of the hills to which the
 psalmist has lifted his eyes. First, however, I would like to observe certain
 features in the history of the psalm's interpretation in order to show how the
 intertextual readings engage that history and its habits of sequestered reading.

 II. PSALM 121 A SILENCED QUESTION

 Two voices speak in Psalm 121. One raises a question: 'from where does my
 help come?' (121:1). The other answers, asserting confidently that help comes
 from YHWH, the creator (121:2). The answering voice continues to develop
 that answer through the remainder of the psalm. YHWH's vigilance is
 constant and continual (121:8), unslumbering (121:3), and alert to the dangers
 of both day and night (121:6). As repetitions of the image suggest, YHWH
 is a keeper (121:3—5, 7—8), one who maintains and guards the well-being of
 his people. For this second voice, the experience of help comes as a guardian
 ship, a safe keeping by one who ever accompanies Israel in its going out and
 coming in (121:8).
 The two-voiced structure of the psalm has led many to envision its

 sequence as a dialogue between a child and a parent or between a lay pilgrim
 and a priest.6 These settings suggest a sense of authority for the psalm's
 answering voice which, when intact, makes the psalm's assurance strong and
 immediate. They also impart to the psalm a didactic or catechetical quality.
 Here, if the psalm expresses dialogue, it does so in a one-sided way, dominated
 by the instructing voice of parent or priest. Reduced to the status of a
 rhetorical question, a pretext for instruction, the psalm's question yields
 without interruption to the strong clarity of the answer.7

 The deemphasizing of the question is congruent with another feature of
 the psalm's common interpretation: the tendency to identify the hills to
 which the psalmist looks (121:1) as those that ring the holy city of Jerusalem.8
 In this view, the mountains are those of Zion, even the Temple Mount
 where YHWH's sacred presence makes camp.9 Sung by pilgrims on their
 way to or from Jerusalem, the psalm celebrates convictions already manifest
 in the fact of pilgrimage, namely that help comes from this place.10 The hills,

 then, remind the pilgrims of their goal and elicit expression of their guiding
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 conviction that, in the words of an accompanying psalm, 'As the mountains
 surround Jerusalem, so YHWH surrounds his people,/from this time on and
 forevermore' (125:2). The pilgrims utter their question in sight of its answer,
 already aware of its realization. The question, in this view, scarcely interferes
 with the psalm's larger intent to instruct or testify. These hills, object of the

 pilgrim's enthusiasm, inspire assertion more than perplexity and fear. As
 pilgrim's song, the psalm rushes ahead to answer a question allowed no real
 pause or weight of its own, a silenced question.11
 We might read the psalm, however, in another way. Following Weiser's

 lonely suggestion, we might view the hills from the vantage of a wanderer
 who sees in them a region of danger, instead of divine aid.12 Already
 challenging in their natural terrain, the hills may harbor those who would
 prey on the unsuspecting and the exposed. Here, before the hills' expanse,
 the vulnerable traveler contemplates jeopardy and asks a genuine question:
 can the journey's ordeal be survived? from where will help come? The
 answering voice remains the same. The question, however, sounds differently,
 now spoken more fragilely and with distress. The wanderer's worried tones
 contrast sharply with the confidence of the answerer. Heard in the vulnerable

 voice, the psalm becomes tense; its unsilenced question, an anxious plea.

 III. THE CRY OF ABRAHAM: A RABBINIC MIDRASH

 Similarly, the intertextual tradition suggests we see the psalm's question as
 rising from unfeigned anxiety and need. Read in light of its midrash, the
 psalm confronts foreboding mountains instead of assuring hills and pursues
 the issue of genuine questions: from where shall help come to those in need?
 how does help come when danger threatens? A rabbinic midrash notes that
 when Abraham was reaching for the knife to slay Isaac he became over
 whelmed with anguish. With frantic, blinking eyes he looks upward and
 quotes precisely the psalmist's question: 'If I lift my eyes to the hills, from
 where will my help come?' The question interrupts the tragic scene. Moved
 by its asking, the ministering angels perceive the uniqueness of the father and

 the preciousness of the son, and themselves protest the sacrifice. Effectively.
 The Holy One hears and ends the dreadful scene.13
 In the psalm, the question receives a direct answer: 'My help comes from

 YHWH/who made heaven and earth' (121:2). Significantly, in the midrash,
 Abraham stops the psalm quotation before it runs to this clear affirmation.
 He asks a genuine question, one whose answer he needs but must await.
 Still, the midrash does not leave Abraham's interrogative cry finally to dangle,

 but answers it through narrative means: the patriarch's help comes from the
 Holy One who hears and responds to the human plea. As such, the midrash
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 conserves not only the psalm's opening question, but its assertion that aid
 comes and from on high.
 The midrash, however, reads differently from the psalm, at least the psalm

 when it is heard as instruction or pilgrim's creed. Where the psalm's dialogue
 runs smoothly from question to answer, the midrash acknowledges a gap that
 intervenes between Abraham's dismay and the affirmation of divine help. A
 murkier interlude interrupts the flow of question and answer that are here
 separated by Abraham's uncertainty, the venting of his anguish, the protest
 of the angels, and the deliberation of God. Answer follows question, but not
 apart from a break in the syntax of piety, an hiatus that marks the question
 as difficult, urgent, and lasting.14

 The difficulty of the question reflects the midrash's perception of the hills.
 The midrash is a narrative rendering of the Akedah, the story of the near
 sacrifice of Isaac that is told in Genesis 22. When it quotes Psalm 121 in the
 midst of its rendition, the midrash recognizes a gezerah shevah or semantic
 analogy between the two biblical texts. In the Genesis narrative God com
 mands Abraham to sacrifice Isaac on one of the hills (heharim) of Moriah
 (22:2), and it is to these hills that the patriarch 'lifts his eyes' (22:4). This place
 reveals itself to Abraham's elevated gaze (22:4) as a mountain for sacrifice if
 not infanticide. No comforting scene, these hills arise as an arena for a
 dreadful ordeal, a region wherein apart from God's provision of help, a life
 is severed. That the patriarch 'lifts his eyes' a second time and sees deliverance
 in the ram which God has provided (22:13) only underscores the implicit
 danger, the need for help, that is there in the first place. Drawing on the
 shared imagery of hills and the common gesture of lifting the eyes, the
 midrash dramatizes the connections between the Akedah and the psalm. The
 intertextuality unsettles any confidence that the mountainous landscape augurs
 protection and bids us ask, in light of Abraham's dismay, if the hills that
 appear before the psalmist's eyes can be trusted to afford safe passage. Help
 does come, the midrash assures, but ordeals such as Abraham's give pause to
 the one who would claim its comfort. That very pause the midrash would
 have us see as a widening gap in the opening lines of the psalm's movement
 from question to answer.
 When the midrash brings together the Akedah and Psalm 121, it offers

 revision, that is, new insight into both texts that the midrash reads in terms
 of their relation. The midrashic revision does not change the text itself, but
 makes manifest features of it that would remain hidden if not evoked by the

 framing presence of the intertext. The midrash revises in the sense of displaying
 the text in the intertextual light that illumines connotations otherwise
 obscured. Thus, the presence of Psalm 121 shapes perception of the Akedah
 as a story of coming help that prevents the narrative of Abraham's ordeal
 from careening toward despair.15 In parallel to the psalm from which it
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 quotes, the midrash presents the Akedah as a sequence that moves from crisis
 to resolution. Similarly, the grafting of Psalm 121 with the Akedah revises
 the psalm's connotation. Where the presence of the psalm invites the reader
 to see assurance in the Akedah, the nearness of the Abraham narrative asks

 the same reader to perceive ordeal in the psalm.16 That quality of ordeal,
 heard in Abraham's voicing of the psalm's question, issues in a gap that slows
 the progress from question to answer, taking questions seriously and bidding
 answers struggle to convince.
 Once we have been struck by the intertextual echoes of the Akedah in

 Psalm 121, we cannot read the psalm as quickly or as smoothly as we might
 have otherwise. Between the psalm's question and answer lies at least the
 three-day gap of Abraham's trek to Mount Moriah, an interlude that interrupts

 that story of promise and now brings to the psalm the retarding weight of
 the patriarch's ordeal and dismay.17 Here the sense of a gap as interruption
 points to an interval of dissonance that precedes the assurance that help
 comes. Abraham's anguish and frantic voicing of the question clash with any
 security of promise implied in either the patriarchal saga or the psalm. If, in
 the midrash, Abraham's dismay and anguish give rise to the psalm's question,
 they also precede any recognition of an answer and qualify its assertion with
 doubt and uncertainty. The raising of a genuine question means that, at least
 in the context of its speaker, the answer cannot be self-evident or immediate.

 Moreover, where the dissonance is most acute, the question may persist, not
 just delaying but challenging the authority of any answer offered to fill the gap.

 IV. THE HILLS OF D.H. LAWRENCE: A MODERN MIDRASH

 Chords of dissonance sound clearly in modern poems that appropriate and
 respond to the legacy of Psalm 121. Poems such as D.H. Lawrence's 'The
 Hills', Gabriel Preil's 'Like David', and certain cantos of Yitzhak Katzenelson's

 The Song of the Murdered Jewish People provide instances of a 'modern midrash'

 for this psalm.18 Their intertextuality brings discord to the psalm's affirmation,
 tangling its assertion of divine aid with questions that have observed the
 silence of the hills, the distance of the creator, and the burden that hangs
 over the uplifted human head. The critical momentum of the rabbinic
 midrash continues in these poems that expose the gap between question and
 answer, while struggling to retain an affirmation that, finally, help comes.

 D.H. Lawrence's short poem, 'The Hills', provides an apt example of the
 modem midrash. It reads as follows:

 I lift up mine eyes unto the hills
 and there they are, but no strength comes from them to me.
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 Only from darkness
 and ceasing to see
 strength comes.

 Lawrence wrote this poem during the last year of his life. Found within a
 bulky manuscript book, 'The Hills' and its companion poems were published
 posthumously under the title More Pansies. This title reflects the judgment of

 the editor that these poems continue Lawrence's 1929 volume of penseés that
 the poet himself had entitled Pansies.19 It also provides a cue to assist in
 reading the poem.
 The poems of Pansies and More Pansies are playful, scandalous to some

 readers,20 and rich with parodies of Christian hymns and biblical texts.21 If
 'soaked in the language of the Bible' from a childhood spent in the
 Congregational Chapel, Lawrence grew unfettered in his power to press and
 subvert the tradition of his upbringing.22 His introduction to Pansies, however,
 suggests that more than rebellion and repudiation were in his mind. He writes:

 This little bunch of fragments is offered as a bunch of penseés, anglicé pansies; a
 handful of thoughts. Or, if you will have the other derivation of pansy, from
 panser, to dress or soothe a wound; these are my tender administrations to the
 mental and emotional wounds we suffer from. Or you can have heartsease if
 you like, since the modem heart could certainly do with it.23

 Though, in 'The Hills', Lawrence will subvert the affirmation of Psalm 121,
 he faithfully prolongs its question: from where does help come? His poetic
 pansy here meditates upon and, in its own way, would enact the realities of
 comfort that 'dress or soothe a wound', that offer 'heartsease'. As such, his
 poem shares a purpose with the very psalm it would otherwise challenge. In
 debt, it imitates even as it rewrites the psalm.
 'The Hills' begins with direct quotation of the psalm's opening phrase.

 Like the Abraham of the midrash, the poet 'lifts up [his] eyes unto the hills'.
 As the poem proceeds, it assumes, but does not expressly articulate, the
 question that follows in the psalm. Still, we hear its echo in the poem's
 second line as Lawrence answers the psalm's query. The psalmist asks where
 help can be found; the poet replies, 'and there they are [the hills to which I
 lift up mine eyes], but no strength comes from them to me'. The psalmist
 asks: 'from where does my help come?' The poet responds, in essence: Not
 from here; not from these hills to which I have turned.

 Thus, the poem challenges the answering voice in the psalm, the voice
 that contends that help lies in these hills, that strength comes from the Creator

 who draws near to the hills of Jerusalem and dwells therein. Lawrence
 provides no gloss to interpret his poem, but if one reads 'The Hills' as
 introducing a sequence of related poems in the notebook, a consistent theme
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 emerges to make clear that when the poet lifts his eyes he finds no aid.24 On
 the contrary, he sees only that 'There is nothing to look at any
 more,/everything has been seen to death.'25 His time for travel is over,
 including figuratively the season of journeying to these hills. He adds, 'Now
 I don't want to look at the world any more,/there seems nothing there.'26
 Travel, time spent looking at the world, disconfirms for Lawrence what the
 psalm celebrates: the presence of divine comfort. He sees in these hills no
 supply of strength, but rather, a dark nothing.
 The poem's negation of the psalm is direct, but not simple. The act of

 negation entwines the poem's denial of the psalm with a certain recognition
 of its meaning. Any subversion in Lawrence's poem occurs within a context
 of commentary, or more precisely, counter-commentary, that does not allow
 the poem to assert its own voice without, at the same time, giving expression
 to the different voice it alludes to, comments upon, or ultimately, opposes.27
 'The Hills' points to Psalm 121, evoking its meaning even if to deny its
 authority. In the poem's preoccupation with the psalm, it makes us intensely
 aware of the very affirmation it would deny. Ironically, 'The Hills' keeps the
 issue of the psalm alive by saying 'this cannot be so'.
 Lawrence's subversion of the psalm does not leave him anxious. Indeed,

 as the second stanza makes clear, 'The Hills' is not cynical about the psalm's
 claim that help occurs. It disputes only the source of that comfort, but notes
 unequivocally that 'strength comes'. Like the earlier midrash, however, the
 poem acknowledges a gap that disrupts the smooth progress to affirmation,
 even in the compression of these few lines. Strength comes, but follows a
 prior step of 'ceasing to see'. Before help lies a darkness which, if eluded,
 preempts the very strength that issues from it. Thus, as Lawrence notes in
 another poem, one must 'dark on the darkness stay'.28

 Lawrence clearly challenges the psalm's transcendence and the smooth flow
 of its sequence from question to answer. He intends 'The Hills', though, as
 more than a theological broadside. He offers this poem as a pansy, a text to
 bring 'heartsease'. From darkness, he insists, 'strength comes'. From 'ceasing
 to see', one finds the strength one otherwise would have sought to futility.
 With the same paradox that upends the psalm's affirmation, Lawrence asserts
 his own conviction about the help that 'soothefs] ... the mental and emotional
 wounds we suffer from'.

 The precise connections of Lawrence's paradox, however, are elusive.
 What it means to 'ceasfej to see' or to 'dark on the darkness stay' shares with
 the imagery itself a veiled quality. Still, we might project at least two ways
 in which Lawrence's terms function and have implication for what he called
 'heartsease' and what the psalm refers to as 'help'. First, as the poems which
 accompany it in More Pansies indicate, 'The Hills' is a quest-denying poem.
 'Ceasing to see' marks the end of seeking and searching and strikes at the
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 very logic of pilgrimage. Implicit in the pilgrim's journey and uplifted eye is
 the conviction that the fulfillment of need is to be sought 'over there',
 somewhere other than where the pilgrim presendy stands. For Lawrence,
 such seeking was futile because there was nothing 'over there' to be found:
 'Oh seekers, when you leave off seeking/you will realise there was never
 anything to seek for.'29 Moreover, seeking deceives because 'You were only
 seeking to lose something,/not find something,/when you went forth so
 vigorously in search.'30
 Understanding 'ceasing to see' as a repudiation of seeking and searching

 clarifies Lawrence's basic difference from the psalm. Even if voiced by the
 anxious traveler, the psalm's recognition of a darkness issues in a meaningful
 plea, seeking the help of an other. For Lawrence, this plea is vain. The hills—
 'and there they are' he says in stunning downplay—host the help of no other.
 To turn to them evades one's remaining task, to 'Search for nothing any
 more, nothing/except truth./Be very still, and try and get at the truth.'31
 Thrown back on one's own resource, one is obliged and left to seek the
 heartsease of honesty, the strength that comes from facing the dark as dark.32

 Second, in 'The Hills' strength comes not only from ceasing to see, but
 from darkness, a privileged domain in its own right. If the poem's notion of
 not-seeing critiques the habits of seeking that lead to futility and deception,
 its image of darkness asserts a special claim. More than the condition of not
 seeing, darkness provides for Lawrence a way of heightened consciousness
 that meets, if not transcends, human need. Again, 'The Hills' offers no direct
 explanation, but when read in terms of other of Lawrence's writings, its
 valuing of darkness becomes clear.
 When Lawrence wrote 'The Hills', he may well have had in mind, at least

 at some level, the landscape of his own country. Born in Eastwood, a mining
 village just outside Nottingham, Lawrence grew up lifting his eyes to hills
 whose former beauty now gave way to the scarring presence of the coal
 mines. In an essay entided 'Nottingham and the Mining Countryside', he
 wrote harshly of the ugliness of the industrialized village—a corruption of
 the natural hills—but reserved a curious affirmation for the miners' life

 underground, a life lived by instinct in the dark. He wrote:

 Under the butty system, the miners worked underground as a sort of intimate
 community, they knew each other practically naked, and with curious close
 intimacy, and the darkness and the underground remoteness of the pit 'stall',
 and the continual presence of danger, made the physical, instinctive, and intu
 itional contact between men very highly developed, a contact almost as close as
 touch, very real and very powerful. This physical awareness and intimate
 togetherness was at its strongest down pit. When the men came up into the light,
 they blinked. They had, in a measure, to change their flow. Nevertheless, they
 brought with them above ground the curious dark intimacy of the mine, the
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 naked sort of contact, and if I think of my childhood, it is always as if there was
 a lustrous sort of inner darkness, like the gloss of coal, in which we moved and
 had our real being.33

 This remarkable passage shows Lawrence's esteem of the darkness as a context
 for pure contact and immediacy, a context not removed from danger that
 summons forth strength—the physical, instinctive, and intuitional capabilities

 of the person underground. Above ground, the miners blinked and, in
 Lawrence's view, struggled within to retain the intimacy of the dark. The
 domain of heightened consciousness, of unmediated touch and sense, the
 darkness quickened one's instinct for life in a way that no light could, and
 thereby strengthened one to resist the deadening of body and spirit so
 common in the light. Not in the hills high above ground, but in the dark
 below did one's 'real being'—and strength—find its place.34
 Our reading of 'The Hills' in terms of the poet's wider references to

 seeking and darkness reveals its Lawrentian idiom. Our concern here, how
 ever, remains for the poem's midrashic character, the way in which it reads
 and revises the psalm to which it refers. The idiom never escapes its intertex
 tuality and serves to interpret Psalm 121 as well as advance convictions of
 the poet. To summarize our discussion and to emphasize the poem's midrashic
 features, I would offer the following three points.
 First, like the Rabbinic midrash, 'The Hills' conserves the fundamental

 claim of Psalm 121 that help comes, but qualifies that affirmation with a gap
 that intervenes between question and answer, between the seeking for help
 and the arrival of strength to meet human need. If, in the Rabbinic midrash,
 Abraham's dismay and ordeal precede the advent of help, Lawrence's poem
 points to an interval wherein one 'ceases to see', a moment within which
 one turns away from the hills as a source of help and turns toward the
 darkness. Essentially a negative action, a discontinuing of the seeking and
 searching that looks for help to come from beyond, the Lawrentian tum to
 darkness provides for the poet the necessary step that leads to strength.

 Second, 'The Hills' not only brings a gap to Psalm 121 but resists any
 identification the psalm's reader might make between the imagery of hills
 and the origin of help. In so doing, the poem provides a certain exegesis of
 the psalm's imagery that challenges the critical consensus. Help does not
 come from the hills which, in Lawrence's eyes, cannot then be other than a
 futile object for any pilgrim's search or trust. If the hills are identified with
 God, that God does not strengthen the one in need. The rabbinic midrash,
 following the cues of the Akedah, brought to the psalm's hills the connotation
 of Moriah's ordeal and danger. Lawrence's poem does not fill the hills with
 danger, though the effect of his connotations may finally resemble that of
 the rabbinic midrash in its distance from the security implied in the consensus
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 readings. Of the hills, Lawrence strikingly makes only the merest of com
 ments: 'and there they are.' He casts them not so much as dangerous, as
 inert, as silent, as impotent. They are powerless to bring strength, a damning
 absence of efficacy that leaves the one who turns to them still in jeopardy
 and need. Being of no help, they are dangerous in the seduction of their
 religious appeal.
 Third, Lawrence's poem shapes a perception of the psalm's opening ques
 tion. The poem alters the psalm's language of 'help' to speak instead of
 'strength'. It thereby suggests an intent to respond to the problem of human
 weakness, to that which deadens human spirit and robs life of its vitality—
 to that which can be transformed in the quickening of instinct in the darkness.

 As the poem yokes the human need to its resolution in darkness, it encourages
 the reader of the psalm to view the opening question as genuine. According
 to 'The Hills', strength is gained only when one 'ceases to see', a conviction
 that describes a giving up of the knowledge that would make one secure
 upon entering the dark. If the task is to 'dark on the darkness stay', then one
 must allow the darkness to veil certainties that would map its terrain in
 advance. For Lawrence, the answer to the psalm's question—from where
 does help (or strength) come—cannot be known apart from entering the
 darkness itself. As in the world of the blind man or the miner, one must feel

 one's way amid a dangerous unknowing if one is to receive strength. Thus,
 Lawrence's poem resists any reduction of the psalm's question to a mere
 prompt for the didactic point. The answer to the question cannot be known
 in advance and remain 'darkness'. If the answer is 'ceasing to see', then the
 question cannot be rhetorical.

 V. REREADING THE PSALM: THE HILLS AS GOD'S Sukkah

 The intertextual revision for Psalm 121 has suggested the following: (a) the
 presence of a gap between the psalm's question and answer; (b) the genu
 ineness of the psalm's opening question, i.e., that it is other than a rhetorical
 question; and (c) a view of the psalm's imagery of the hills that associates it
 with perilous ordeal or the absence of help. As midrash, the intertextuality
 invites a rereading of the psalm that resembles more than any other Weiser's
 interpretation that focussed upon the vantage of the anxious traveler contem
 plating passage into dangerous hills. It challenges the majority view that reads
 the psalm didactically, understanding the question as a rhetorical prompt and
 associating the imagery of the hills with confident security.

 Intertextual midrash resists the category of correct reading; it cannot have

 the property of being right. Rather, it seeks to exploit possibilities of textual
 interpretation and make a reader aware of certain potential meanings in a
 text. Taking the midrash seriously leads an interpreter to read this psalm
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 sensitive to the possible anxiety of the question and the ambivalence, if not
 the intimidation of the hill imagery. One direction that such a rereading
 might take would be to pursue the psalm's phenomenology of space, along
 lines comparable to Herbert Levine's analysis of sukkah imagery in Psalms
 118, 18, and 31.35 Indeed, following the cues of the midrash and allowing, as
 well, for an inner-biblical intertextuality to operate, one potential meaning
 of Psalm 121 lies with seeing its hills as a form of God's sukkah, a place where

 God is both present and hidden—a place which may inspire confidence, but
 also create hesitation and anxiety.
 As Levine's interpretations of Psalms 118, 18 and 31 suggest, the psalms

 use spatial imagery to map human experience, to situate it, as it were, within
 a topography or landscape. For example, in Levine's texts, they depict the
 movement from distress to well-being in terms of a movement from a tight
 to an open space, from constriction to liberation (118:5; 18:7,20; 31:8,9).
 They conceive the experience of threat and insecurity through the image of
 being surrounded (118:10-12; 18:5-6; 31:14). The psalmist fights threatening
 surroundings by offering spatial images of God that counter the menace of
 being enclosed. Thus, in Psalms 18 and 31, the psalmist employs the image
 of the sukkah, a small-covered hut, to transform the threat of enclosure into

 one of protection. As in the time of the wilderness when Israel dwelled
 vulnerably in sukkot, enclosure may shield as well as threaten. In this way,
 the booth becomes for Israel a symbol of God's shelter (Is.4:5—6).
 Phenomenologically, the sukkah is a liminal image: it is a dwelling, though

 not a regular dwelling; it is a place of concealment, yet with vulnerable
 openings. When read as a theological image, it retains liminal ambivalence.
 A sign of God's presence, it is also the space wherein God hides or conceals
 himself. Thus, the psalmist's use of sukkah imagery to counter the problem
 of being surrounded meets the threat on one level, but complicates it on the
 other. It allows the reader to imagine enclosure as a protected space, but
 retains an inherent vulnerability in the image itself. If, on the one hand, the
 space is protecting, it yet has openings to the threatening outside; if, on the
 other, it is constricting, then the openings are themselves small and only
 return one to the outside where one remains vulnerably open.
 When, in Psalm 121, the psalmist likens YHWH to being a protecting

 shade (tsel; 121:5), it evokes the metaphorical field of the sukkah by describing
 one of its typical attributes.36 As sukkot, these surrounding hills offer the shade
 that gives refuge from dangers that would strike outside its enclosure: the
 sun by day, the moon by night (121:6). Here, the threat of danger belongs
 more to the open plain that is outside the hills' boundary; inside, awaits a
 protection associated with God's own keeping (121:3-8). Yet, the liminality
 of the image remains to complicate this view (upon which the majority
 reading of the psalm would seem to depend). As portable shelter, the sukkah's
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 protection is transient and itself vulnerable. Moreover, its proffer of shade
 meets the threat of open space, but in doing so, returns one to the threat of
 constriction, of being trapped within the very bounds that have given refuge.
 The liminality of the sukkah imagery, a structure that is, in important ways,

 both open and closed, focuses the psalmist's predicament as having a two
 fold dimension: the need of enclosure that protects from the vulnerability of
 open space so that passage can occur safely; and also, the need for openness
 to escape the constriction that allows no passage to occur.
 Phenomenologically, the danger is both outside and inside. The hills may
 hide one from the dangers that lurk outside; but they may also conceal with
 shadow the dangers that wait in ambush on the inside. Theologically, the
 hills still stand as God's sukkah, but take on the ambivalence of the liminality.

 In that sukkah God's presence may dwell and offer the hospitality of shelter.
 The same presence, however, is also an absence: the sukkah, the place of
 God's concealment, may finally hide God from the one who seeks divine help.

 The intertextual midrash resonates with this phenomenology and alerts us
 to a complexity that thickens the psalm's texture. The majority reading of
 Psalm 121 is not so much wrong, as thin. It fails not by affirming the help
 of divine presence, but by ignoring the accompanying potential for divine
 concealment. It does not fall short by citing the wrong answer as much as
 by oversimplifying the question that answer should address, a form of
 cheapening the answer as well. Assurance means little where no anxiety can
 exist. The psalm places a human being before hills whose liminality may
 encourage, but which also must include the dismay of Abraham at Moriah
 and the darkness of Lawrence's 'ceasing to see'. Lifting eyes to this horizon
 brings to one's lips the genuine question of help and bids those who answer
 it honor the anxiety of the questioning voice. 'Help comes from YHWH,
 who made the heavens and earth,' the psalm proclaims. 'But who can speak
 of it without pause?' the midrash replies—a cautioning word of which
 perhaps the psalmist, too, was aware in the silent space between question
 and answer.

 Davidson College, North Carolina
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 to the traveling pilgrim, but their readings
 of the psalm seem unaffected by detection
 of any serious jeopardy. Mays, for example,
 yet reads the psalm's question as rhetorical
 and understands the psalm as offering an
 'unqualified song of trust in the Lord's help'
 (p. 390; italics mine). Neither allow the
 question any moment.

 12 Thus, Weiser, pp. 744-9.
 13 Cited in Sefer Ha-Aggadah (The Book of
 Legends), ed. Chaim Bialik and Y.H.
 Ravnitzky (New York: Schocken, 1992),
 4l:45

 14 I here recall the imagery of Paul W. Meyer
 who spoke of the 'anacoluth(a) in the
 syntax of human piety'. Holy Week
 Service, Benton Chapel, The Divinity
 School, Vanderbilt University; 4 April
 1977.

 15 The quotation of the psalm's question
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 the psalm. Quotations, from an intertextual
 point of view, cannot easily be contained.
 They bring with them to their new textual
 context the broader associations of their

 source. Thus, a reader familiar with that
 source tends to be stimulated by quotation
 to supply more than is cited within the
 quoted text itself. The rhetorical device of
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 supply. See Richard Hays, Echoes of
 Scripture, p. 20.

 16 In neither instance does the intertexuality
 simply impose connotation, but rather it
 draws upon antecedent markers in the texts
 and brings them to light and prominence.
 For example, the intertextual assurance of
 Psalm 121 might be seen, in the Akedah,
 to highlight the saving presence of the ram
 (Genesis 22:13), a feature of the story oddly

 marginalized by the story's construction of
 Abraham as its main character. The inter

 textuality with Psalm 121 asks, in a certain
 respect, that we see the story not as the
 story of Abraham's ordeal, but as the story
 of God's deliverance. The antecedence of
 ordeal in the Psalm is more subtle and, as

 I have suggested, takes the literary form of
 a gap (itself a symbol of emptiness). Yet,
 the antecedence is there in the imagery of

 the hills, fully capable of conveying life
 threatening danger.

 17 Genesis 22:4 specifies that Abraham
 approaches Mount Moriah on the third day
 of his journey. To speak of the three days'
 journey as constituting a gap in the psalm
 that separates question and answer recalls
 Kierkegaard's focus on these days as the
 decisive interval that separates Abraham
 from the imitators who may espouse his
 faith, but avoid his ordeal. Thus: 'these
 three and a half days could be infinitely
 longer than the few thousand years that
 separate me from Abraham.'
 S. Kierkegaard, Fear and Trembling, ed. and
 tr. H. Hong and E. Hong (Princeton:
 Princeton University, 1983) p. 53.

 18 See D.H. Lawrence, 'The Hills', in The
 Complete Poems of D.H. Lawrence, eds. V.
 de Sola Pinto and W. Roberts (New York:
 Viking, 1964), 2:660; Gabriel Preil's 'Like
 David', tr. Laya Firestone, in David
 Curzon, Modem Poems on the Bible
 (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society,
 1994/5754) P- 291; and Yitzhak
 Katzenelson, The Song of the Murdered Jewish

 People, tr. Noah H. Rosenbloom (Beit
 Lohamei Haghetaot, 1980). For the term
 'modem midrash', see David Jacobson,
 Modern Midrash; on the construal use of
 modem poetry as midrash, see David
 Curzon, pp. 3-27.

 19 The notebook bears the inscribed date of

 23 November 1928. Lawrence dies on
 2 March 1930. On the manuscript and the
 publication of More Pansies, see Richard
 Aldington's 'Introduction to Last Poems and
 More Pansies', in The Complete Poems,
 2:591-8.

 20 Note Lawrence's theologically-nuanced
 defense for using so-called 'obscene' words,
 a practice for which he understands himself
 to have been much abused. See his

 'Introduction to Pansies', in The Complete
 Poems, 1.418.

 21 E.g., Lawrence opens Pansies with a parody
 of Sabine Baring-Gould's 'Now the Day is
 Over' ('Our Day is Over', Complete Poems,
 1.425) and also parodies George Duffield's
 'Stand Up, Stand Up, for Jesus' ('Stand Up',
 1.560). In More Pansies, he plays interes
 tingly with the New Testament's love com
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 mand (see, e.g., 'But I Say Unto You: Love
 One Another' and 'Love Thy Neighbour',
 2.644; and 'Commandments', 2.654).

 22 The quoted phrase is from John Worthen's
 D.H. Lawrence. The Early Years, 1885-1912
 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
 1991) p. 67. Worthen reminds us that
 Lawrence's upbringing included participa
 tion in Christian Endeavor Meetings, the
 Band of Hope, and Pleasant Sunday
 Afternoons—all activities associated with

 the Congregational Chapel in Eastwood.
 In his judgment, Lawrence retained a last
 ing sense of wonder in the cadences and
 images of scripture and nineteenth century
 hymns, though was disdainful of Christian
 dogma and morality. See pp. 67-8, 169
 and 536.

 23 Lawrence, 'Introduction to Pansies'
 (January 1929); included in Complete Poems
 i.417. Note, too, Rhys Davies' recollection
 of Lawrence in Bandol Var, France: 'For
 all his furies and rages, he got immense fun
 out of writing Pansies. He would write
 them in bed in the mornings, cheerful and
 chirpy, the meek sea air blowing in from
 the enchanting little bay outside his
 window. He sat up in bed, a litde African
 straw cap on the back of his head.' Quoted
 by Holly Laird, Self and Sequence. The Poetry
 of D.H. Lawrence (Charlottesville:
 University of Virginia, 1988) p. 197.

 24 The sequence depends upon a common
 preoccupation with seeing and searching,
 traveling (as a form of searching and
 seeing), and the search for truth and love.
 It runs as follows: 'The Hills' (strength
 comes from darkness and ceasing to see);
 'Tourists' ('everything has been seen to
 death'); 'Seekers' ('there was never any
 thing to seek for'); 'Search for Love' (love
 is not sought, but found in the act of
 loving); 'Search for Truth' (only truth can
 be sought); 'Lies About Love' (truth is elu
 sive); and 'Travel is Over' (strength comes
 from not-looking and not-seeing).

 25 'Tourists', Complete Poems, 2:662.
 26 'Travel is Over', Complete Poems, 2:662.
 27 On counter-commentary, see David G.

 Roskies, Against the Apocalypse, pp. 19-20;
 and Karl A. Plank, Mother of the Wire Fence,
 pp. 59-60, 84-5 and 91.

 28 'Resurrection of the Flesh', The Complete
 Poems, 2:738.

 29 'Seekers', in The Complete Poems, 2:661; see
 also 'Tourists', 'Search for Love', and
 'Search for Truth' (2:660-661).

 30 'Seekers', The Complete Poems, 2:661.
 31 'Search for Truth', The Complete Poems,

 2:661.

 32 When one 'dark on the darkness stay[s]',
 one recognizes the darkness as dark and
 refuses to honor facile efforts to say, 'See
 there, it grows lighter'. (See Martin Buber,
 'Replies to My Critics', in The philosophy
 of Martin Buber, ed. P. Schilpp and
 M. Friedman (London: Cambridge, 1967),
 p. 716). Words of assurance spoken too
 quickly cannot comfort or fill the gap that
 the anxious traveler experiences as stubborn
 and real. For Lawrence, when we are
 honest, we are alert to danger and made
 wise, strengthened in the dark. No easy
 words will there bring us harm.

 33 D.H. Lawrence, 'Nottingham and the
 Mining Countryside', in Phoenix. The
 Posthumous Papers of D.H. Lawrence, ed.
 Edward McDonald (London: Wm.
 Heinemann, 1936) pp. 135-6.

 34 Lawrence dramatizes the point in at least
 two other places. First, in his poem
 'Resurrection of the Flesh', when one 'dark
 on the darkness stay[s]' one banishes every
 thing that would distract from silence and
 comes 'at last to nothingness', to a night
 wherein the single human touch has power
 and purity to make alive: 'Still there is
 me!/Touch me then, touch me, touch me,
 I did not die!' (The Complete Poems,
 2:737-8). Second, in his story 'The Blind
 Man', Lawrence explores the consciousness
 of one who lives in perpetual darkness and
 emphasizes repeatedly the purity and
 immediacy of the blind man's life:

 Life was still very full and strangely
 serene for the blind man, peaceful with
 the almost incomprehensible peace of
 immediate contact in darkness. With his

 wife he had a whole world, rich and real

 and invisible ... So long as he kept this
 sheer immediacy of blood-contact with
 the substantial world he was happy, he
 wanted no intervention of visual con
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 sciousness. In this state there was a cer

 tain rich positivity, bordering sometimes
 on rapture ... It was a pleasure to stretch
 forth the hand and meet the unseen

 object, clasp it, and possess it in pure
 contact. He did not try to remember, to
 visualize. He did not want to. The new

 way of consciousness substituted itself
 in him.

 (D.H. Lawrence, The Complete Short Stories
 (New York: Penguin, 1961), 2:347 and

 355)- For Lawrence, the blind man is the
 miner who never comes above ground.

 35 Herbert J. Levine, Sing Unto God a New
 Song. A Contemporary Reading of the Psalms
 (Bloomington: Indiana University, 1995)
 pp. 156-76.

 36 E.g., note the conjunction of sukkah and
 tsel in Isaiah 4:5-6 that establishes a gezerah
 shevah with Psalm 121:5 and allows one to
 identify the hills in the psalm with God's
 sukkah. Note the further connection of the

 Isaiah text and the psalm in the common
 use of creation imagery.
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